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There are no easy projects when it comes to tackling construction
at a hospital that must stay open around the clock, but some of those
projects come with hurdles that are higher than others.

The goal for Andersen Construction Co. during the St. Vincent
Medical Center Mechanical – or “M” – Floor upgrade was to replace
the original mechanical and HVAC systems on the fourth floor of the
10-story, 296,000-square-foot patient tower. The project included the
removal of more than 27,000 square feet of concrete and replacing it
with new waterproof flooring, and upgrading the entire mechanical,
electrical and plumbing systems – all while keeping the hospital
operational and creating minimal disruption for the staff and
patients in the 523-bed facility.

Removing concrete is noisy business, no matter how carefully it
can be done. So Andersen coordinated a schedule with hospital staff
to include slots of quiet time between 30-minute work periods. All of
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Above, members of the Providence St. Vincent M Floor Upgrade team
stand on the recently completed mechanical floor of the Southwest
Portland hospital. Photo by Sam Tenney/DJC. ! ! !
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the workers on the project and those in the hospital were made
aware of the work and quiet times to allow staff and physicians to
talk with patients without the din of deconstruction. Once installed,
the new equipment would be quieter than the old and further
buffeted by new flooring. 

The potential for mechanical systems to fail means possible
leakage, so old concrete was removed and new flooring installed.
A special coating was applied that would reduce sound and
vibration as well as provide watertight integrity should spillage
occur. As the waterproof flooring membrane installation sets, it
gives off a temporary odor. The odor is nontoxic, but Andersen
didn’t want to take any chances that the smell might have a
negative impact on patients.

The company built a mock-up for laying the concrete and
membrane in an off-site warehouse. For this test situation, workers
constructed containment, a ceiling and ducted venting to push air
through a charcoal filtration system that was tested for airborne
particulates with a gas chromatograph. Once the process was
determined safe and effective, it was replicated in the hospital in
sections over the entire mechanical room to finish the flooring. 

CRAFTING A PERFECT LIFT
Innovative thinking and collaboration turned out to be the keys to

success in other parts of the project as well.
“Getting the HVAC equipment in was a major ordeal, but

teamwork made it happen without a hitch,” said Chuck Blomquist,
Andersen’s project manager. 

An air-handling system weighing over 25 tons measured more
than three times the size of the access port located over 40 feet above
ground on the side of the building. The whole unit was disassembled
into smaller sections that would fit through the opening, but moving
them into the mechanical systems floor required a tightly
coordinated effort.

“We had a crane party,” Blomquist said. “We brought in a 500-ton
crane and assembled it on a Friday night, moved the unit in pieces
through the access louver on Saturday and Sunday, then broke down
the crane Sunday night.”

Workers then moved the pieces in place on steel rollers and
completed the assembly. The planning, carefully timed and
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Architect: McBride Architects

Engineers: Glumac,
KPFF Consulting Engineers

General contractor: Andersen Construction

coordinated teamwork set the massive unit
in place with no disruption to operations or
normal vehicle access to the hospital. The
temporary air handling units were left in
place to facilitate future renovation.

Hospital staff and contractors met more
than 60 times during the course of the
project to coordinate and minimize shut-
downs during the re-routing of vital systems
– including water, HVAC, electrical and
pneumatic systems – for interim
construction periods.

NO PLACE LIKE HOME
In the end, the project was delivered on

budget and nearly one month ahead of the
expected completion date. 

The “M” unit is housed directly over the
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, which had to
move to a temporary location while work
was done. The desire to return that critical
unit to its proper and permanent spot in the
hospital inspired workers to keep ahead of
the planned work schedule.

The new “M” room will operate with
greater load capacity at significantly less cost
than with the previous equipment. More
than $500,000 in energy cost savings was
realized on the project as a result of energy-
efficient systems selected by the hospital.

The finished project now stands as a
model for efficiency in operations, and is a
shining example of the success that can be
achieved when communication is
highlighted and maintained. 
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